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Coherent control of tunneling in a quantum dot molecule
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We demonstrate theoretically that it is possible to use Rabi oscillations to coherently control the electron
tunneling in an asymmetric double quantum dot system, a quantum dot molecule. By applying an optical pump
pulse we can excite an electron in one of the dots, which can in turn tunnel to the second dot, as controlled by
an external voltage. Varying the intensity of the pulse one can suppress or enhance the tunneling between the
dots for given level resonance conditions. This approach allows substantial flexibility in the control of the
quantum-mechanical state of the system.
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Quantum dot~QD! structures provide a three-dimension
confinement of carriers. Electrons and holes in the QD
occupy only a set of states with discrete energies, just a
an atom, and can thus be used to perform ‘‘atomic physi
experiments in solid-state structures. One advantage of Q
is that they provide different energy scales and physical
tures which can be easily varied over a wide range of valu
Most important, perhaps, is that QD’s also allow the cont
of direct quantum-mechanical electronic coupling with n
only composition but externally applied voltages. These fl
ible systems represent therefore the ideal for theoretical
experimental investigations, where the interactions betw
light and matter can be studied in a fully controlled, we
characterized environment, and with excellent optical a
electrical probes. These features make semiconductor Q
promising candidates for applications in electro-optical
vices such as QD lasers,1,2 and in quantum information
processing.3–6 In the latter case, one can exploit the optic
excitation in a QD,3,5 or its spin state,4,6 as qubits. These high
expectations are produced by experimental advances in
coherent manipulation of QD states, such as the exciton R
oscillations in single dots, achieved by the application
electromagnetic pulses.7–11 Coherent phenomena in en
sembles of QDs have also been observed.12–16 Similarly,
lithographically defined dots have shown great poten
in the control of coherently coupled systems.17–19

The ability to assemble collections of QD’s with design
geometries opens up a number of interesting possibilit
Here we describe theoretically the behavior of a QD m
ecule formed from an asymmetric double QD syst
coupled by tunneling. Such a QD molecule can be fabrica
using self-assembled dot growth technology.20 By applying a
near resonant optical pulse we can excite one electron f
the valence to the conduction band in one dot, which ca
turn tunnel to the second dot. We show that by suitably va
ing the frequency detuning or applied voltage on the Q
pair, it is possible to control the interdot oscillations in t
system, or use them to monitor the coherent state of one
in the presence of the radiation field. This opens up the p
sibility of controlling the quantum-mechanical state of su
structure, perhaps useful in the field of quantum computa
and information storage.
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A schematic representation of the Hamiltonian for o
model can be seen in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1~a!, without a gate
voltage, the levels are out of resonance, which results
weak interdot tunneling. In contrast, Fig. 1~b! shows the situ-
ation with a gate voltage, where the conduction-band lev
get closer to resonance, greatly increasing their coupl
while the valence-band levels get more off-resonance, res
ing in effective decoupling of those levels. Considering th
last configuration, we can neglect the hole tunneling a
write the Hamiltonian as represented in Fig. 1~c!. The elec-
tromagnetic field is introduced by the usual dipole intera
tion, which couples the ground stateu0& ~the system without

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Schematic band structure and level co
figuration of a double QD system.~a! Without a gate voltage, elec
tron tunneling is weak.~b! With applied gate voltage, conduction
band levels get into resonance, increasing their coupling, w
valence-band levels become even more off-resonance, resultin
effective decoupling of those levels.~c! Levels taken into accoun
by Hamiltonian model and the basis of states used to describe
pulsed laser excites one electron from the valence band that
tunnel to the other dot. We assume that the hole cannot tunnel in
time scale we are considering here.
©2004 The American Physical Society42-1
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excitations! with the exciton stateu1& ~a pair of electron and
hole bound in the first dot!.23 The electron tunneling, on th
other hand, couples the excitonu1& with the indirect exciton
state u2& ~one hole in the first dot with an electron in th
second dot!. Using this configuration the Hamiltonian can b
written as24

H5(
j

« j u j &^ j u1Te~ u1&^2u1u2&^1u!1\V~e2 ivtu0&

3^1u1eivtu1&^0u!, ~1!

where« j is the energy of the stateu j &, Te is the electron-
tunneling matrix element, andV(t)5^0umW •EW (t)u1&/2\,
wheremW , the electric dipole moment, describes the coupl
to the radiation field of the excitonic transition, andEW (t) is
the pulse amplitude which can have different shapes.25

To simplify the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation, we
utilize the unitary transformation

uc&5expF2
ivt

2
~ u1&^1u2u0&^0u1u2&^2u!G uc8&, ~2!

which removes the fast oscillating term of the Hamiltonia
The resulting effective Hamiltonian can be written as~with
\51)

H85
1

2 S 2d1 2V 0

2V d1 2Te

0 2Te d2

D , ~3!

whered15v012v is the detuning of the laser with the ex
citon resonance,d252v121d1, and v i j 5(« i2« j ). Pro-
vided that all remaining parameters change slowly, or ass
ing that the pulse has a broad square shape, the
dependence of the effective Hamiltonian can be neglec
and the state vector of the system expressed as the sup
sition of the three eigenstates~or dressed states21! of Hamil-
tonian ~3!. This problem has exact solution given by th
roots of a cubic equation. An interesting case is when
pulse is in resonance with the exciton energyd150 and the
levels u1& and u2& are also in resonance, resultingd2
52v1250 ~this value ofv12 can be tuned with an applie
gate voltage!. In this case the eigenvalues of Hamiltonian~3!
have the simple form,l050, l656AV21Te

2 with corre-
sponding eigenstates

ul0&5cosuu0&2sinuu2&, ~4a!

ul6&5
1

A2
~sinuu0&6u1&1cosuu2&), ~4b!

where cosu5Te/AV21Te
2.

Assuming that we start the system in the ground stateu0&,
the occupation probability of the states of the Hamilton
can be expressed as

P0~ t !5usin2u cos~Qt !1cos2uu2, ~5a!
12534
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P1~ t !5sin2u sin2~Qt !, ~5b!

P2~ t !5sin2u cos2uucos~Qt !21u2, ~5c!

whereQ5AV21Te
2. The result forV52Te can be seen in

Fig. 2, where we notice that the Rabi oscillations are inco
plete, as interdot tunneling transfers some of the popula
to the indirect exciton stateu2&. Experimentally this could be
very useful since one could monitor the population of t
second dot as a nondisturbing probe of the coherent sta
the QD. The presence of Rabi oscillations generated by
optical pulse in the first dot could then be directly measur
This can be done by sending a probe pulse at the reson
frequency of the exciton in the second~smaller! dot that has
different ~larger! frequency from the first and would the
measure the transient differential transmission, reflecting
population. If the electron is in the small QD, the resona
photon cannot be absorbed there, both because of P
blocking of the electron, and because Coulomb blockade
teraction would require higher energy to create a char
exciton.22 Another interesting possibility is to measure th
photocurrent induced by the pulse in a double QD dio
structure, similar to that used by Zrenneret al.10 for a single
dot. The photocurrent signal would be a direct measure
how much the electron has tunneled to the second dot.

Although conceptually simple, the dynamics of the sy
tem presents some surprises that are not intuitive. For
ample, we would expect that the best way to create the s
with one electron in the second dot~stateu2& in our model!
would be to apply a pulse in resonance with the exci
energy, so that we can create one electron-hole pair in
first dot and then allow the electron to tunnel to the seco
dot easily if its states are also in resonance (e15e2 , v12
50). This expectation is in part wrong, as we can see in F
3. We plot there the average occupation of lev
u2&@1/t`*0

t`P2(t)dt# as a function of the voltage-controlle
detuning of the levelse1 ande2 (v12), for a resonant pulse

FIG. 2. ~Color online! Population of the levels of the system a
given by Eqs.~5!. Note that atQt5np, for n odd, the system does
not fully restore the population ofu0&, as the system partially oc
cupies stateu2& if TeÞ0.
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in ~a! and out of resonance in~b!, assumingV50.05v and
Te50.01v. Notice that we have two equal peaks in~a!, but
neither one is located when the levels are in resona
(v1250). A better transfer can be reached whenboth, the
laser and the level detuning are different from zero, as
can see in Fig. 3~b!, where we have a very narrow and hig
peak atv12/v'20.12. To understand this behavior, we pl
the energy spectrum as a function ofv12 in the lower panels.
We can see that the peaks in the average occupation of
u2& occur exactly at the anticrossing positions in the dres
spectrum, as indicated by arrows. An anticrossing indica
sizable mixing between levels from the same subspace
symmetry group in Hilbert space. This mixing allow a max
mum exchange of probability between the states involved
our case this will reflect a maximum transfer of population
the level u2&. Varying the gate voltage in an asymmetr
double dot diode to tune the levels in and out of resona
would be an experimental implementation of this idea,
sulting in peaks in the photocurrent at gate voltages sati
ing the conditions above.26

Another experimental possibility is to keep the gate vo
age fixed~keepv12 fixed! and vary the pulse frequency~vary
the detuning of the laser with the exciton energyd1) while
measuring the induced photocurrent. The expected res
can be seen in Fig. 4. Notice that when the levels of
different dots are in resonance (v1250) the effective tunnel-
ing is weak for all range of detuning, reenforcing the id
discussed above about the relatively poor electron tran
when the levels are in resonance. In contrast, the resul
v12Þ0, present a clear sharp peak. This highly efficie
transfer is likely to produce a clearly observable result
experiments. Incidentally, average occupation forTe.V re-
sults in strong transfer ford1.2v12 ~inset, Fig. 4!.

We should emphasize that these results represent no

FIG. 3. ~Color online! Average occupation of levelu2& as a
function of detuning between levelsu1& and u2& (v12) for Te

50.01v and V50.05v. In ~a! the pulse is applied in resonanc
with the exciton energy (d150) and ~b! with a detuning ofd1

50.1 v. In lower panels we show the respective dressed ene
spectrum,l i eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian~3!. Arrows
indicate that anticrossings in the spectrum yield an efficient po
lation transfer to levelu2&.
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but the control of the electron tunneling between dots us
the coherent Rabi oscillation induced by the laser in one
the dots and, in this way, the manipulation of the states of
system. One could imagine that such Rabi oscillation in
atomic molecule is also possible, but the experimental ab
to control the interdot tunneling is unique to the QD syste
This control could have a profound impact in the emerg
field of quantum information processing.

Another parameter also experimentally tunable is the a
plitude ~or intensity! of the laser pulse,V. It is interesting to
note that for a given set of detuning and voltage valuesd

FIG. 5. ~Color online! Average occupation of levelu2& as a
function of pulse amplitudeV for the laser frequency in resonanc
with exciton energy (d150), andTe50.01v. Solid line is the re-
sult for v1250, dashed line forv1250.03v and dotted line for
v1250.06v. Arrow indicates that forV'0.03v, for example,
there is an enhancement of the tunneling probability compared
the on-resonant case (v1250). Notice also tunneling issuppressed
if pulse has high amplitude.

y

-

FIG. 4. ~Color online! Average occupation of levelu2& as a
function of laser detuning (d1) and level separationv12 for Te

50.01v andV50.05v. Notice that ifv1250 we have poor popu-
lation transfer to stateu2&. The best result is obtained when bot
the laser detuningd1 and the levels separationv12 are nonzero.
Inset shows the result forTe5V50.05v.
2-3
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andv12) the average occupation of stateu2& is not a mono-
tonic function ofV. Figure 5 shows results for the avera
occupation of levelu2& for a resonant pulse (d150) as a
function of the pulse amplitudeV when levelsu1& and u2&
are in and out of resonance. Note that whenv1250, there is
a peak exactly at the point whereV5Te , as one would
expect from a simple level mixing scheme, due to tunnel
Te splitting the levels, and which are then effectively reco
nected by the pulseV. If we further increase the amplitude
we observe asuppressionof the tunneling, where the averag
occupation drops basically to zero. On the other hand, if
levels are initially out of resonance, the tunneling is we
and it can be substantially enhanced by increasing the in
sity of the pulse. Note, for example, as indicated by the
row in Fig. 5, that the tunneling for that out of resonan
case is higher than the case for resonant levels. It is clear
larger level detuningv12 requires a largerV to achieve op-
timal transfer, but it is nevertheless always achievable, e
if the maximal amplitude is not as large as in the casev12
50. ~This situation changes in fact, and ifd1Þ0, the maxi-
mum transfer tou2& occurs at finitev12 values—not shown.!

We should be mindful that our solution here assumes c
stantV, and is therefore valid in the case of slowly/smooth
shaped pulses. Shape forming and pulse sequence d
pl
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give additional flexibility to control the quantum-mechanic
state of this QD molecule. We will report elsewhere our e
ploration of these degrees of freedom and the anticipa
advantages to control the system, useful perhaps in the
scent field of quantum computing and QD optics.10,22

We have studied a system of two coupled QD’s, where
tunnel coupling can be efficiently controlled and used to o
tically monitor the Rabi oscillations in the system. Th
model can be solved exactly for long constant-amplitu
pulses. The results show that we are able to control the
neling by tuning the parameters of the system such as
pulse intensity, laser frequency, and gate voltage. Tunne
can be either enhanced or suppressed, depending on the
ditions. This provides an electro-optical method to cont
the electron population of the second dot. Experimenta
one could monitor the population of the second dot usin
suitably tuned probe laser beam, which will reflect the R
oscillations generated by the original optical pump pul
This opens the possibility to explore different coherent sta
of coupled dot systems and allow their use in novel quant
optics arrangements.

This work was partially supported by FAPESP and U
DOE Grant No. DE-FG02-91ER45334. We thank C.
Villas-Bôas and N. Studart for helpful discussions.
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